Development of cost efficient platforms for the industrial manufacturing of pluripotent stem cell-derived products for cell therapy: Cell expansion is the starting point

The commercialization of allogeneic stem cell derived medicines is committed to the development of processes. This process is done to generate consistent large amounts of pluripotent stem cells (PSCs) to be further differentiated to target somatic cell products. The pluripotent program of the cell and gene therapy catapult (CGT) focuses on the development of cost-effective bioprocesses for the industrial manufacturing of PSC-derived products in 2D and 3D culture systems. Here, we present a strategy for the development of closed, scalable, and controlled processes to generate high-density cultures of PSCs in aggregate-based stirred suspension culture, and highlight achievements in 2D-expansion process development. Cell banks of PSCs which are adapted to commercially available culture systems were established and characterized to industry standards. An iPSC line has been established from a pre-seed lot of the cell line. CGTRCiB10 was generated according to GMP principles. The ambr15® tool along with DOE methodology have been employed to support the establishment of a baseline process for the expansion of PSCs in stirred tank reactor (STR). This data suggests that the mixing parameters, energy dissipation and Kolmogorov size could support the scale-up of the vessel mixing properties and enable size-controlled cell aggregates in larger STR. We are currently exploring strategies for process intensification. Enzymatic dissociation of aggregates in the vessel was achieved, and rapid, closed medium exchange was possible using cell retention technologies. Defined media were evaluated for the expansion of CGTRCiB10 in adherent cultures. We used the quantum and the kSep® to develop an integrated, closed and semi-automated process for a cost-effective manufacture of iPSCs. Gene expression and metabolic patterns have been identified for PSCs cultured in adherent and dynamic suspension culture. This work shows the potential use of cell retention technologies to support multiple unit operations such as feeding (perfusion culture) and cell harvest. Integration of the upstream processes of cell expansion and differentiation and downstream operations in the same vessel, would represent a step change in the development of cost-efficient processing platforms for the large-scale manufacturing of PSC-derived medicines.
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